MOUNT A FOUR WAY ATTACK!

1. Reflected light
2. Large predator eyes
3. Nature’s warning colours
4. Movement
How it works:
The Portek Hawk Eyes bird scarer features four well known visual bird scaring techniques:

1. Nature’s warning colours
2. Reflected light
3. Large predator eyes
4. Movement

As the wind turns the globe, the combination of unsettling movement, bright warning colours, alarming predator eyes and flashing strobe light effects, panics, alarms and confuses the birds.

Ideal for agricultural crops, market gardens, allotments, vineyards, orchards, home gardens, airports, etc.

- Highly visible.
- Simple to assemble.
- No maintenance.
- Weather resistant.
- Wind driven.
- Silent - ideal for use in built-up areas.

For optimum crop protection, several strategically placed Hawk Eyes are needed using a mix of red and yellow globes.